BOASTING.                                                       #.);>
the fire-boxes and the apertures in the outer wall.   This furnace is not used in roasting gold ores.
The Brown Horse-shoe Fur-Haw..—In this furnace the ore-hearth (L, Fig. 133, which is a cross-section of the furnace through the ore-hearth .and fire-box), has a narrow chamber, M, on each side of it and separated from it by tiles projecting downwards from the arch and upwards from the hearth, so that only a narrow slot is left between the two series. In the lateral chambers, M, arc laid rails on which the carriages supporting the stirrcrs
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Wig. KW. - IVaree Turret Furnace, The tunnel is shown at A A', and the rabbles at K It'. These rabbles arc moved from the central nupport S by the <j;eanm» <*. Hoppers are indicated at. II H'; B B' an* the supportinu; jjjrdcrM of (he tunnel. (Knmi ]loh<vrt.H-Au.sten and H'urlxml, IntrtHtin'titin. (<> the titutd/ nj Mctttlhtryif* HMO, p. U».)
are moved by a cable running continuously on grooved whcc-Is. These are placed in doorways in the. wall of the furnace, to keep them cool. The carriage •spans the ore-hearth, pa.ssin^ through the slots conneel\\\g \* and M, and is arranged to tu;rip the cable, or release it. The ea.rria.«j;e supports steel stirrers which just reach the ore-hearth and stir and move on the ore. The. carriages run on a continuous elliptical track, only part of which is inside the furnace,, In operation half the, carriages art*, traversing the furnace, while, half are resting in a roolintr space outside the furnace. When two carriages are used*
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-Brown
the one moving out. of the furnace strikes the. other, which is at. rest in the cooling space, and pushes if, forward until it j^rips the cable automatically and starts oil to take up the* stirring, and the hot moving carriage is at. the-, same time automatically released and conies to rest. The stirrers art* thus prevented from becoming overheated.
There are one, two, or more fire,-boxen, according to requirements, and there is generally a prolongation of the ore-hearth outside the furnace walls, used as a cooling hearth, over which the ore is pushed by the stirrerw, until

